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McArdle disease and mitochondrial myopathy impair muscle oxida-
tive phosphorylation (OXPHOS) by distinct mechanisms: the former
by restricting oxidative substrate availability caused by blocked
glycogen breakdown, the latter because of intrinsic respiratory chain
defects. We applied metabolic profiling to systematically interrogate
these disorders at rest, when muscle symptoms are typically minimal,
and with exercise, when symptoms of premature fatigue and
potential muscle injury are unmasked. At rest, patients with mito-
chondrial disease exhibit elevated lactate and reduced uridine; in
McArdle disease purine nucleotide metabolites, including xanthine,
hypoxanthine, and inosine are elevated. During exercise, glycolytic
intermediates, TCA cycle intermediates, and pantothenate expand
dramatically in both mitochondrial disease and control subjects. In
contrast, in McArdle disease, these metabolites remain unchanged
from rest; but urea cycle intermediates are increased, likely attribut-
able to increased ammonia production as a result of exaggerated
purine degradation. Our results establish skeletal muscle glycogen as
the source of TCA cycle expansion that normally accompanies exercise
and imply that impaired TCA cycle flux is a central mechanism of
restricted oxidative capacity in this disorder. Finally, we report that
resting levels of long-chain triacylglycerols in mitochondrial myopathy
correlate with the severity of OXPHOS dysfunction, as indicated by
the level of impaired O2 extraction from arterial blood during peak
exercise. Our integrated analysis of exercise and metabolism provides
unique insights into the biochemical basis of these muscle oxidative
defects, with potential implications for their clinical management.

mitochondria | McArdle disease | exercise physiology |
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Metabolic myopathies arise from inherited or acquired de-
fects in skeletal muscle energy production. Impairments

can occur at a variety of nodes in metabolism, ranging from fuel
mobilization in the cytosol to ATP production via mitochondrial
oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS). Often these patients’ symp-
toms are minimal or absent at rest, but are unmasked with exercise,
resulting in fatigue, weakness, or muscle injury. Although the root
genetic basis of many of these disorders is known, the broader
metabolic consequences and implications for pathophysiology and
effective therapy remain incompletely understood. Here, we apply
the power of metabolic profiling to investigate both at rest and with
exercise two contrasting oxidative myopathies: McArdle disease and
mitochondrial myopathy.
McArdle disease is an autosomal recessive myopathy caused

by mutations in the muscle isoform of glycogen phosphorylase
(PYGM). Patients lack the enzyme required to mobilize glucose-
1-phosphate from skeletal muscle glycogen (1, 2) and present
with exercise-induced muscle fatigue and rhabdomyolysis. With
exercise, lactate levels fail to rise (2) and impaired ADP phos-
phorylation causes increased AMP production and degradation,
with an exaggerated rise in ammonia as a result of the combined
action of adenylate kinase and adenylate deaminase (3). It has
been hypothesized that patients with McArdle disease have

impaired OXPHOS, because of reduced substrate delivery to
mitochondria (4).
Mitochondrial myopathies are caused by inherited or acquired

lesions in the OXPHOS system and can be caused by mutations in
mitochondrial (mtDNA) or nuclear genomes. Diagnosis is chal-
lenging but can often be secured by molecular testing or through
skeletal muscle enzyme analysis. A small number of metabolites,
including elevated lactate, can serve as biomarkers of disease, al-
though sensitivity and specificity are limited. Previous studies have
shown that during exercise, peripheral oxygen extraction is im-
paired and oxygen delivery is exaggerated in these patients (5).
This impairment in peripheral oxygen extraction during exercise
can serve as one of the few quantitative measures of mitochondrial
disease severity (5–7).
Although previous studies, including our own, have applied

metabolic profiling to investigate disorders of energy metabo-
lism, none have applied this new technology to these patients
both at rest and with exercise. Exercise is a powerful, whole-body
physiological stressor that is able to unmask clinical symptoms
and biochemical differences that are otherwise not apparent. In
principle, such an analysis could reveal which metabolic fuel
pathways are used to compensate for inherited lesions and also
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reveal biomarkers that track disease severity and progression and
motivate novel therapeutic strategies.

Results
We combined exercise phenotyping and metabolic profiling in a
cohort of patients with genetically proven McArdle disease or
with mitochondrial myopathy. We recruited a total of 21 patients
with mitochondrial myopathy (Mito), 12 patients with McArdle
disease, and 12 control subjects (Table 1 and Table S1). Testing
was repeated in some subjects, allowing us to assess variability
across replicates (Table S1). Of our 21 mitochondrial myopathy
subjects, 19 had mutations in mtDNA and 2 had mutations in the
nuclear gene ISCU (8).
All participants performed a graded, maximal cycle exercise

challenge, as previously described (Fig. S1) (5). During the trial,
workload increased every 1–2 min until the subject achieved
maximal heart rate or self-reported exhaustion, typically within
10–20 min (Fig. S2). Physiological parameters were measured
throughout testing (5). McArdle patients exhibited biphasic heart
rate trajectories in which heart rates dropped after an initial in-
crease before rising again, reflecting the second wind that is typical
of this disorder (Fig. S2) (4). Blood samples were collected at
three points: rest, peak exercise, and 10-min postexercise.
Our exercise testing recapitulated previous observations of

McArdle and Mito patients (5, 9). Neither patient group was able
to perform as much work as controls (Fig. 1A) (5, 10–12), despite
nearly equivalent peak cardiac output (Q) (Fig. 1B). At peak ex-
ercise, controls achieved higher oxygen consumption than either
Mito or McArdle (Fig. 1C). This difference in the ability to con-
sume oxygen was marked by substantially lower oxygen extraction
in Mito and McArdle patients, as indicated by low peak systemic
arteriovenous oxygen difference (a-vO2 difference) (Fig. 1D). This
inability to extract oxygen occurred despite higher dQ/dVO2 (Fig.
1E) (5), underscoring a profound defect in oxygen extraction
relative to delivery in both patient groups. Mito patients also had
significantly less-efficient breathing, with greater ventilation at
peak per liter of oxygen used for work (Fig. 1F).

Metabolic Profiles at Rest.We use a previously described metabolic
profiling platform (13–17) that interrogates 242 metabolites, in-
cluding 132 polar and 110 lipids (Table S2). We began by iden-
tifying metabolites whose levels at rest differed between patient
and control groups. We compared the mean of each metabolite
level (log-transformed intensity) between groups and used a sig-
nificance threshold such that the estimated false-discovery rate
was less than 5% (18). This high-stringency criterion highlighted
nine metabolites that differed between the cohorts (Fig. 2). As
expected, lactate—the classic marker of mitochondrial dys-
function—was significantly elevated in Mito patients relative to
controls, and tended to be lower (but not reaching significance)
in McArdle patients. The related metabolites alanine and pyruvate
were significantly decreased in McArdle patients. As expected,
several members of the purine nucleotide cycle and recycling
pathway, such as hypoxanthine, xanthine, and inosine, were signifi-
cantly elevated at rest in McArdle patients. A previous study showed
that uridine levels are reduced in mitochondrial myopathy (13), a
result that we now replicate (Fig. 2). Moreover, we find that the

uridine breakdown product, N-carbamoyl-β-alanine, is reduced in
Mito patients as well as in McArdle patients. Creatine has pre-
viously been shown to be elevated in mitochondrial myopathy. Al-
though it did not reach significance in the three-way analysis, it did
reach nominal significance in comparisons between patient groups
and controls (Fig. S3 A and C).

Metabolic Profiles in Response to Exercise. To determine how the
metabolic response to exercise varied across our patient and
control cohorts, we used an approach similar to the above, ex-
cept rather than test for a difference in the mean metabolite
intensity we tested for differences between the mean “excur-
sions” (or deltas) that occurred with exercise. The comparison
between peak and rest (peak/rest) identified 10 metabolites with
significantly different deltas (Fig. S4). The comparison between

Table 1. Cohort demographic characteristics

Demographic n Unique Age, y % Male Height, cm Weight, kg BMI, kg/m2
Venous lactate
at rest, mM

Creatine kinase
at rest, U/L

Controls 12 34 ± 10 33 169 ± 10 68 ± 11 24 ± 3 0.93 ± 0.26 115 ± 12
Mito patients 21 44 ± 9 29 166 ± 7 68 ± 14 25 ± 4 1.45 ± 0.59 191 ± 21
McArdle patients 12 35 ± 19 58 173 ± 9 76 ± 17 25 ± 5 0.75 ± 0.23 7,027 ± 13,679

Values are expressed as mean ± SD.

A

C

B

D

E F

Fig. 1. Exercise physiology in patients withmitochondrial myopathy orMcArdle
disease. Dot plots for individual exercise tests showing (A) work, (B) cardiac
output (Q), (C) oxygen uptake (VO2), (D) systemic arteriovenous oxygen differ-
ence (a-vO2), (E) the slope of the increase in cardiac output relative to the in-
crease in oxygen utilization during exercise, and (F) ventilation (VE) relative to
VO2 at maximal exercise. Horizontal lines denote median value by group. A
permutation test showed the patient cohorts were all significantly different from
the control group (p < 0.05) except for Mito in B and McArdle group in F.
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postexercise and rest levels (post/rest) identified 17 metabolites
that underwent different excursions (Fig. S4), including 9 of the
10 metabolites identified by the peak/rest comparison (Fig. S4).
The metabolites identified through these peak/rest and post/rest
comparisons were associated with several metabolic pathways,
including pyruvate metabolism, the TCA cycle, the urea cycle,
and the purine nucleotide cycle. Selected metabolites from these
pathways are rendered in Fig. 3.
Our approach identified pyruvate along with its products lac-

tate and alanine as undergoing different excursions with exercise.
In stark contrast to controls and Mito patients, levels of these
metabolites in McArdle patients do not increase with exercise
(Fig. 3A). Although Mito patients had higher resting lactate than
controls, exercise levels were approximately the same; the dif-
ference in mean lactate between controls and Mito patients at
postexercise is only 60% of the difference at rest, and is no
longer statistically significant (Fig. 3A).
Previous studies have shown that exercise induces a striking

elevation in circulating levels of “span 2” TCA cycle intermedi-
ates in muscle (19) and blood (14). In the present study we found
that both controls and Mito patients showed strong exercise-induced
elevations in plasma malate, fumarate, aconitate, and succinate/
methylmalonate. However, these metabolites were essentially un-
changed with exercise inMcArdle patients (Fig. 3B). Even the other
TCA cycle intermediates and their precursors tended to be lower in
McArdle patients following exercise, although the differences in the
excursions did not exceed our statistical threshold. Notably, pan-
tothenate, a precursor to CoA, correlated strongly to TCA cycle

intermediates, expanding with exercise in both peak/rest and post/rest
in controls and Mito patients, but remaining virtually unchanged
in McArdle patients (Fig. 3C).
We observed several exercise-induced changes that likely reflect

purine and pyrimidine degradation during exercise. The purine nu-
cleotide cycle and AMP degradation products hypoxanthine, xan-
thine, and inosine consistently increased with exercise in the controls
and both patient groups (Fig. 3D). However, the magnitude of these
excursions differed across the different groups, largely because some
of the metabolites were already elevated at rest in McArdle (Fig. 2).
In contrast, the pyrimidine uridine is reduced at rest in Mito patients
(Fig. S3), although the magnitude of increase with exercise was
comparable across the three groups (Fig. 3E). We note that another
pyrimidine, orotate, decreases in controls and Mito patients but is
relatively unchanged in McArdle patients (Fig. 3E).
An important byproduct of AMP degradation is ammonia,

which must be cleared via the urea cycle. Ammonia levels are
known to rise with exercise in patients with McArdle disease.
Interestingly, the post/rest comparison revealed arginine and cit-
rulline, both urea cycle intermediates, also increase in McArdle
patients but have distinctly different responses in Mito and con-
trols (Fig. 3F and Fig. S4).

Metabolic Excursions Occur Along Two Key Axes.Our unbiased approach
indicated the prominent metabolic differences induced by exercise in
our three cohorts occurred largely in two metabolic pathways: (i) the
glycolysis/TCA cycle and (ii) purine nucleotide recycling. To un-
derstand how the metabolic differences in our cohorts related to the
amount of work they performed, we plotted a representative me-
tabolite from each pathway—lactate and hypoxanthine, respectively—
as a function of work performed in each cohort (Fig. 4). At rest, Mito
patients have higher lactate, whereas McArdle patients have mark-
edly higher hypoxanthine. Although Mito patients performed on
average 43% as much work as controls (z axis in Fig. 4), their peak
lactate and hypoxanthine levels were essentially indistinguishable,
giving them parallel trajectories offset along the work axis (Fig. 4).
McArdle patients performed on average 28% as much work as
controls and show no change in the lactate dimension; however, their
Peak hypoxanthine level rises above their resting level by a compa-
rable amount as controls and Mitos.

Long-Chain Triacylglycerols Are Predictive of Mitochondrial Disease
Severity. A major challenge in mitochondrial medicine is identify-
ing biomarkers that are indicative of disease severity. Previous
studies have shown that the systemic a-vO2 difference at peak ex-
ercise can serve as a quantitative measure of mitochondrial myop-
athy severity (5). We asked whether any of the resting metabolites
are predictive of systemic a-vO2 difference at peak exercise. We
regressed the peak a-vO2 difference for each Mito patient and
control onto the resting level of each of the 242 metabolites mea-
sured, and ranked them by statistical significance. Although the
classic biomarker lactate was the 10th most significant metabolite by
p value, there were nine more significant metabolites, eight of
which were triacylglycerols (TAGs) (Fig. 5A). TAG-58:11 (no-
menclature indicates 58 total carbons with 11 total double bonds)
was the metabolite showing strongest correlation with peak a-vO2
difference. Higher resting TAG-58:11 levels were associated with
lower peak a-vO2 difference (Fig. 5B).
To further explore the relationship between TAG species and

mitochondrial disease severity, we examined the p values for
each of the 52 TAG species measured (Fig. 5C) and found that
13 of the 52 TAGs significantly correlated with peak a-vO2 dif-
ference. Interestingly, these TAGs all had a high number of
carbons, 12 with 56 or more carbons, and 1 with 52 carbons, and
all with 7 or more double bonds (Fig. 5C). Notably, these TAGs
also appeared to be relatively stable during exercise. For exam-
ple, TAG-58:11 measurements did not show much variation in
Mito and control subjects during the exercise trial (Fig. 5D), and

Fig. 2. Plasma metabolites at rest in patients with mitochondrial myopathy
or McArdle disease. Scatterplots of metabolites whose mean levels at rest
significantly differed among the three subject groups ordered top to bottom
by statistical significance. The measurements are in logged arbitrary units
(A.U.) and normalized to the mean and variance of the control group.
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the measurements were well correlated across days (R2 = 0.78) in
patients that underwent multiple exercise tests (Fig. S5).

Discussion
We have combined the power of exercise physiology and meta-
bolic profiling to investigate the biochemical pathophysiology of
two distinct forms of oxidative myopathy. We focused on patients
with McArdle disease, who have a compromised ability to mobi-
lize glucose from glycogen with resulting substrate-limited oxida-
tive metabolism, and mitochondrial myopathy patients, in whom a
defective respiratory chain limits oxidative phosphorylation. By
profiling these patients both at rest and with exercise we have
gained insights into the biochemical alterations that underlie and
contribute to the symptoms of these patients.
Lactate and pyruvate are examples of metabolites whose re-

sponse varies across disease groups at rest, and especially in

response to exercise (Fig. 3A). At rest, the levels of these me-
tabolites are lowest in McArdle patients, intermediate in controls,
and highest in Mito patients (Fig. 2). Exercise amplifies these
differences. Despite higher resting levels in Mito patients, lactate
and pyruvate in Mito patients and controls rise comparably with
exercise (Figs. 3A and 4), even though controls had far higher
peak rates of work and oxidative phosphorylation (Fig. 1). In
striking contrast, in McArdle patients, lactate and pyruvate tend to
be lower at baseline and remain unchanged with exercise.
Another class of plasma metabolites that prominently varied

across disease and with exercise were the TCA cycle intermedi-
ates (TCAI) and pantothenate (Fig. 3 B and C). Previous muscle
biopsy studies have demonstrated that the skeletal muscle TCAI
pool expands four- to fivefold with exercise (19). Recently, it was
shown that this “TCA cycle expansion” occurs not only within
muscle but also in blood plasma, a result we reproduced in this

A B

C D

E F

Fig. 3. (A–F) Metabolic pathways whose metabolites change with exercise in patients with mitochondrial myopathy or McArdle disease. Metabolite levels
during exercise shown for those in pathways found to have significantly different excursions in the post/rest comparison. The measurements are in logged
arbitrary units (A.U.). Metabolites with significantly different excursions from rest to peak are indicated by an asterisk (*); those that significantly differ from
rest to post are indicated by a double dagger (‡).
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study (Fig. 3B). Strikingly, we observed that McArdle patients had
no TCA cycle expansion with exercise. Our result is consistent
with a small biopsy study that found levels of malate, citrate,
and fumarate in skeletal muscle did not increase in McArdle
patients (20), in contrast to healthy controls. This study con-
firms these observations and extends them to the plasma of
exercising McArdle patients.
The observation that TCAI levels do not increase in McArdle

disease is informative for several reasons. First, it argues by parsi-
mony for a direct link between previously observed TCAI changes in
muscle tissue and corresponding changes in plasma, because the
enzymatic defect in McArdle disease is specific to skeletal muscle.
Second, it establishes a direct relationship between skeletal muscle
glycogenolysis and TCAI expansion, which has been the subject of
debate. A few studies have investigated this relationship by experi-
mentally manipulating muscle glycogen availability using diet and
exercise to deplete or enhance glycogen stores (21, 22). Spencer
et al. showed that higher resting glycogen levels led to a greater
increase in the sum of TCA intermediates citrate, malate, and fu-
marate with exercise (22). In contrast, Baldwin et al. concluded that
glycogen availability did not affect TCA cycle expansion with exer-
cise, arguing against the idea that glycogen-dependent TCAI ex-
pansion determines exercise capacity (21). The block in glycogen
breakdown in McArdle disease is complete, whereas some muscle
glycogen was always still available in these studies of healthy controls,
and the conspicuous changes we observe demonstrate an un-
equivocal connection between glycogen availability and TCAI ex-
pansion. Finally, our study supports the view that impaired oxidative
capacity in McArdle disease is linked to impaired TCA cycle flux. A
key feature of our study design is the comparison of Mito and
McArdle patients, which allows us to conclude that restricted TCA
cycle expansion is a direct consequence of blocked glycogenolysis,
not a secondary consequence of impaired oxidative phosphorylation.
Pantothenate (vitamin B5) shows a pattern of dynamic changes

that resembles that of TCA cycle intermediates. Recent studies
have shown that plasma pantothenate rises with exercise (14). At
present there is no mechanistic explanation for why pantothenate,
traditionally viewed as a precursor of CoA, should change with
exercise. A finding from this study is that although pantothenate
dramatically increases with exercise in Mito and controls, it does
not increase in McArdle patients (Fig. 3C). Although the reason
for this increase is unknown, the lack of an increase in McArdle
patients demonstrates a close connection with skeletal muscle
glycogenolysis and fuel mobilization.

Our study recapitulates previous work indicating exaggerated
AMP degradation with exercise in McArdle patients (23–25), and
shows that metabolites related to the urea cycle are also elevated.
Resting levels of AMP degradation products—including hypoxan-
thine, xanthine, and inosine—were higher in McArdle patients,
consistent with previous reports including the observation that hy-
peruricemia is prevalent among patients with defects in muscle
glycogenolysis (23–25) (Fig. 2). AMP deamination produces am-
monia, and an exaggerated rise in ammonia with exercise is a di-
agnostic feature of McArdle disease. We find that two urea cycle
intermediates, citrulline and arginine, also increase following exer-
cise specifically in McArdle patients (Fig. 3F and Fig. S4), consis-
tent with increased ammonia clearance in these individuals. We also
show that exercise elevates the pyrimidine, uridine, in all subjects
(Fig. 3E) likely related to limited ATP for pyrimidine nucleotide
phosphorylation and to increased pyrimidine degradation (26).
Our measurements also identify a significant exercise-induced

decrease in orotate in controls as well as Mito patients while
remaining unchanged in McArdle patients (Fig. 3E). Orotate is
an intermediate in de novo pyrimidine biosynthesis and is
formed by the oxidation of dihydroorotate by dihydroorotate
dehydrogenase (DHODH), which sits at the outer face of the inner
mitochondrial membrane and reduces ubiquinone to ubiquinol. One
possible explanation for our result is that as maximal exercise in
controls and Mitos (but not McArdle patients, in whom electron
flux is substrate limited) creates a shortage of electron acceptors
in the respiratory chain, the equilibrium of the DHODH reaction
causes it to reverse direction and use electrons from ubiquinol to
reduce orotate into dihydroorotate. However, other mechanisms
may contribute to this observation as flux through the de novo

Fig. 4. Exercise-induced trajectories for lactate and hypoxanthine as a
function of work. Mean values of lactate and hypoxanthine are plotted at
rest and at peak. Dashed lines indicate SEs.

A B

C D

Fig. 5. Resting metabolites that are predictive of peak exercise systemic a-vO2

difference in patients with mitochondrial myopathy. (A) Ordered list of the top
10 significant metabolites when the systemic a-vO2 difference at peak was
regressed against the metabolite level at rest. (B) Regression result for the
most significant metabolite, TAG-58:11. (C) For the 52 TAG species measured, a
comparison of how the p value in the regression from A relates to the number
of carbons in the TAG species. Symbols show the number of double bonds. (D)
TAG-58:11 variation with exercise testing; points connected by a single line
represent measurements from the same trial. Symbols and colors as in Fig. 1.
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pyrimidine synthesis pathway can also be influenced by urea
cycle overflow (27) and can be modulated by uric acid (28).
Plasma orotate can also be absorbed by the liver (29), excreted
by the kidney (29), and taken up by erythrocytes (29).
Our work has potential implications for management of mito-

chondrial disease, which currently lacks facile biomarkers. The
present study lends additional support for elevated creatine and
decreased uridine in mitochondrial myopathy, consistent with
Shaham et al. (13). A major unmet need is an objective measure of
disease severity. Peak a-vO2 difference during exercise is one such
measure (5) but requires specialized exercise testing. Our study
design allowed us to spotlight long-chain TAGs as predictors of
a-vO2 difference at peak exercise (Fig. 5). These TAG species
indicated the severity of disease, rather than denoting the pres-
ence of any mitochondrial dysfunction, because Mito patients with
exercise performance similar to controls also had TAG levels
similar to controls (Fig. 5B). Although it is notable that two pre-
vious studies (30, 31) demonstrated bulk TAGs are increased in
mitochondrial myopathy, future studies will be needed to validate
that resting levels of these specific TAGs predict disease severity
and to determine the underlying mechanism.

Methods
Human Subjects. The diagnoses of the Mito patients and demographic
characteristics of all participants are described in Table S1. The study was
approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Texas
Southwestern Medical Center and Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital of
Dallas. Each subject provided informed consent.

Exercise Testing. The maximal cycle test was performed as previously de-
scribed (5). Most mitochondrial myopathy patients were evaluated over the
course of 5 days, during which time the test was performed twice. Exercise
physiology and plasma metabolites from both cycle tests were evaluated for
a subset of patients. McArdle patients have especially low exercise intensity

in the first 6–8 min of exercise and subsequently develop a “second wind”
attributable to an increase in oxidative capacity associated with a drop in
exercise heart rate (Fig. S2) (4); subsequently, patients were able to achieve
increased workloads, more comparable to controls (Fig. S2).

Metabolic Profiling. Samples were coded and de-identified before further
analysis. Samples were analyzed at the Broad Institute using methods that
have been previously described (13–17). In total, 173 plasma samples were
analyzed and 252 metabolites were detected (Table S2). Metabolites that
could not be distinguished from one another were listed as Metabolite
X/Metabolite Y.

Statistical Analysis. The data were initially preprocessed for quality control and
to handle missing samples (Supporting Information). To compare differences
between resting-state metabolites between patient types, we tested for sig-
nificantly different mean measurements between groups using a mixed-effect
linear model to account for the repeated testing of some individuals, with
patient or control group as a fixed effect and individuals as random effects. All
metabolic profiling data were log-transformed before analysis to better fit the
assumption of normally distributed errors. Metabolite excursions with exercise
were calculated as the difference of the logged measurement at each time
point. We reported all metabolites estimated to have a false-discovery rate
below 0.05 as determined by the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure (18). Figures
showing metabolite levels were generated after averaging any replicated test
measurements from the same individual to more clearly show the size of each
cohort. The regression of peak systemic a-vO2 difference on resting metabolite
level was also performed after averaging measurements from patients with
replicated tests to allow for an interpretable R2 value.
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